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・Symmetry-protected exceptional rings (local symmetry)

・Reduction of topological classification: Z→Z2

(point-gap, 0D, AIII)

TY-Peters-Kawakami-Hatsugai, PRB 99, 121101 (2019)

Outline

TY-Hatsugai, PRB 104, 075106 (2021)

・Discriminant indicator for exceptional points 

TY-Okugawa-Hatsugai, arXiv:2111.07077

(inversion symmetry)



non-Hermitian systems

Introduction

New type of topological phenomena in

non-Hermitian topology:
band touching both for Re(E) and Im(E)

Exceptional point: new topological band touching

Im(E)

Shen-Zhen-Fu PRL (2018)

Re(E)

kx

ky

cold atoms, photonic systems

Dissipative systems



non-Hermitian topological phenomena for electrons in equilibrium

Non-Hermitian matrix

Kozii-Fu arXiv (2017)

*Exceptional points 
*Fermi arcs 

should emerge

××

××

Exceptional points ×4

Exceptional point
<BZ>
Fermi arc

(-π,π)

(-π,-π) (π,-π)

× ×

Exceptional points in heavy-fermions TY-Peters-Kawakami PRB (2018)

×

×

kx

ky

ω~0



Part 1

TY-Peters-Kawakami–Hatsugai
PRB 99 121101 (2019)

～ symmetry-protected exceptional rings ～

*Budich-Carlstrom-Kunst-Bergholtz PRB (2019)
*Okugawa-Yokoyama PRB (2019)
*Zhou-Lee-Liu-Zhen Optica (2019)

Related works:

with local symmetry (in BZ)

TY–Hatsugai PRB 100 054109 (2019)



So far, we have seen exceptional points 
w/o symmetry

Interplay between symmetry and exceptional points ?

Question 

Symmetry enriches topology                  
(e.g, Z2 TI, Haldane phase)

In Hermitian cases,

We have seen symmetry-protected exceptional rings 
for chiral symmetric system in 2D!!

symmetry-protected exceptional surfaces in 3D!! 

Motivation



Mechanism of symmetry-protection



Warm up:  2x2 Hamiltonian w/o symmetry

Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, we see

exceptional points emerge iff

:Identity matrix

: Pauli matrices



Exceptional points must satisfy

[2-dimensional BZ] - [2 conditions] 
= [exceptional points: 0 dimensional]

In the absence of the symmetry

Exceptional points

~2x2 Hamiltonian without symmetry~



Conditions for 
exceptional points

Symmetry constraint:

Satisfied by the symmetry

Exceptional ring!

[2-dimensional BZ] - [1 conditions] 
= [exceptional points: 1 dimensional]

With chiral symmetry

~2x2 Hamiltonian with chiral symmetry~



A simple model showing 
symmetry-protected exceptional rings

Spatially modulated interactions

Chiral symmetry:     

cf: optical Feshbach resonance



The effective Hamiltonian @ ω=0 satisfies

cf. chiral symmetry



:Dirac cones for UA=UB=0

Inside of the exceptional rings, 
the “energy gap” becomes pure-imaginary

Fermi planes emerge

Spectral weight      
for

SPER emerges!



Symmetry-protected 
exceptional surfaces in 3D

@kz=0



Summary of part 1

Symmetry-protected exceptional rings 
with chiral symmetry (local symmetry)

zero-th Chern#  
characterizes exceptional rings

TY-Peters-Kawakami–Hatsugai
PRB 99, 121101 (2019)



Part 2

~ Discriminant indicators for exceptional points ~

with inversion symmetry

TY-Okugawa-Hatsugai, arXiv:2111.07077

TY-Kudo-Katsura-Hatsugai, 
PRR 2, 033428 (2020)  (Appendix B)



e.g.,
1D insulator with chiral and inversion symmetry

Topo.#:        

Symmetry indicator

*is computed from data only at high-symmetry points in the BZ

Introduction:  Indicator in Hermitian cases

*clarifies whether a system must be topological 
w/o computation of topo.#

if

Efficient filter 
of topological structures

symmetry indicator

k
0 π

Po-Vishwanath-Watanabe Nat. Comm.(2017)



Symmetry indicators 
of doubled Hermitian Hamiltonian

・Okugawa et al., PRB (2021)

・Shindler et al., PRB (2021)

・Shiozaki-Ono, PRB (2021)

Extension of symmetry indicators to non-Hermitian systems 

These indicators do not serves as an efficient filter 
due to ambiguity of Eref

Unfortunately, 

Another type of indicators which serves as an efficient filter of EPs ?

Question

Motivation



Results: overview

Discriminant indicators detect 
exceptional points without ambiguity of Eref

kx

ky

EP in 2D (w/ inversion)

SPER in 2D (w/ inversion + time-reversal)

TY-Okugawa-Hatsugai, arXiv:2111.07077



Warm up:
discriminant (判別式)

: roots of 

For

Def.

E.g.) for

Discriminant can be computed from a’s

:Discriminant of

If                       , an EP emerges  (two bands touch )



Discriminant winding number

k

if

a vortex core                   exists 

an EP emerges

:Discriminant of

:  topological # for EPs

Z. Yang et al., PRL (2021)



Details of the indicator for EPs

Suppose inversion symmetry is preserved 

U: unitary matrix

Then,

This results in

Proof is shown below

If                         ,

odd# of EPs emerge

is odd



Numerical demonstration:

Phase diagram



Derivation

kx

ky



kx

ky
k

inversion symm.

-π

π



Summary of part 2

Discriminant indicators detect 
exceptional points without ambiguity of Eref

kx

ky

EP in 2D (w/ inversion)

SPER in 2D (w/ inversion + time-reversal)

TY-Okugawa-Hatsugai, arXiv:2111.07077



Part 3

~Reduction of topological classification (point-gap)~

Z→Z2

TY-Hatsugai, PRB 104, 075106 (2021)

0D AIII



Motivation

Our results:

0D nH systems with chiral symm. (point-gap topo.)

Free fermions Correlations

cf.) line-gap topo.: Xi et al, Sci. Bull. (2021)

Reduction of Z classification for nH system?

Question

Fidkowski-Kitaev PRB(2010)  

Free fermions Correlations

1D topo. ins. (AIII)



W=4  (topological) W=0  (trivial)

~SSH chain×4
gap-closing

parameter 
(one-body)

Fidkowski-Kitaev
PRB(2010)  

Warm up (Hermitian):

Correlation

(class AIII in 1D)

Free fermions Correlations

Reduction of Z classification:



Non-Hermitian case:

Point-gap topology 0D AIII

Z→Z2

TY-Hatsugai, PRB 104, 075106 (2021)



Definition of point-gap
Gong et al., PRX (2018)

Reference energy
Eref=0

ReE

ImE

Reference energy
Eref=0

<gap: closed>

ReE

ImE

: energy eigenvalues

<gap: open>



c

c

Hamiltonian (one-body)

Gap-closing 

(point-gap)

<topological invariant>
Re[ε]

Im[ε]

B

A

A

B

spinless fermion



c
c

c

Many-body Hamiltonian

c

Gurarie, PRB (2011)

Chiral symmetry (many-body)

A

B

U

r=1/2

c

If H is quadratic, 

fermion with spin 1/2



β

0 1

Spectral flow β:0→1

U=0

U=0

β=0→1β:0→1

U=0

@U=0

ReE

ImE

β=0

β=0.5

β=1

×

▲

gap-closing

β
0 1

N0Ch=0 N0Ch=2

one-body 
param.

U

gap-closing@β=0.5

α =0.5



Spectral flow β:0→1

@U=1

gap-closing

β
0 1

U

β:0→1

U=1

β

0 1

No gap-closing@U=1

ReE

ImE

one-body 
param.

β=0

β=0.533

β=1

×

▲

α =0.5



gap-closing

β0 1

U

one-body 
param.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

N0Ch=2N0Ch=0

Gap-closing:

N0Ch=0 N0Ch=2and

can be  smoothly connected 

w/o gap-closing !

In the presence of interactions,

Z→Z2



c

Z2-invariant

Correlated

c

c

Two distinct symmetry-constraints result in 

Free fermions Correlations

Many-body Hami

c

c

Z-invariant

# of negative eigenvalues of

One-body Hami

Non-interacting

c

・H is quadratic Hamiltonian



β:0→1
U=1

Summary of part 3

Point-gap topology 0D AIII

Z→Z2

U=0

β=0→1β:0→1

U=0

TY-Hatsugai, PRB 104, 075106 (2021)



Thank you!


